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The year has kicked off to a flying 
start for the team at Ahmed Al-Kadi 
Private Hospital.  The hospital’s 
occupancy grew substantially with us 
reaching a record breaking 135 
patients on the 14 March 2018, which 
translates to an occupancy of 83%. We 
had a record of 85% occupancy in 
maternity on the 22nd February 2018.  
I am pleased to inform you that the 
occupancy has steadily shown growth 
with an average 51%.

Patient feedback received via a survey 
done on discharge shows general 
pleasing remarks and ratings.  Hence, 
patients are happy with the level of 
service, hospitality and the facility.

We have opened our doors to more 
doctors, especially the obstetricians 
and gynaecologists as patients are 
now requesting to be admitted at our 
state of the art facility.  Theatre usage 
has increased considerably, however, 
there is always room for further 
improvement, which we welcome.

From a staffing point of view, we 
warmly welcome MANCO Member 
Shamima Mahomedy, who has taken a 
position as the Human Resources 
Manager.  We wish Shamima the very 
best of wishes in her new endeavor 
with us.

APPEAL TO ALL SHAREHOLDERS

VISITING THE HOSPITAL

We have been challenged at the end 
of visiting hours when the patients 
need to rest for their own recovery. 
There are some visitors who disregard 
the rules of the hospital.  Please be 
mindful about the needs of the 
patient you are visiting and other 
patients too.
We appeal to shareholders and all 
visitors to the hospital to be consider-

ate of personnel at the hospital. They 
do their best for every patient. They 
are employees of AAKPH and are 
accountable to their heads of depart-
ment and to management. Unfortu-
nately, staff are not accountable to 
shareholders.

We have to be united in the challenge 
of demonstrating our special relation-
ship as shareholders, or director’s 
friends and family or as community 
leaders. Our humility and patience will 
aid our staff to deliver on what they 
need to do for their patients. Their 
focus should not be on us, but rather 
on what they are tasked to do.

PATIENT INFORMATION

Please be understanding when 
requesting information on the condi-
tion of a patient. The hospital is 
governed by regulations relating to 
confidentiality. The hospital prefers 
that such information be obtained by 
the designated family members from 
the attending medical professional. 
Please do assist us in our quest to 
abide by our legal constraints. The 
hospital will not be communicating 
any patient information at all.

INFECTION CONTROL

We impress upon you to take cogni-
zance of the need for infection control 
and the comfort of other patients 
within the ward and the hospital.

We humbly request that you help 
educate our community to reduce the 
number of visitors. Children and 
compromised patients may be 
especially prone to infections from the 
outside.

Once again, we thank you for your kind 
consideration. We need to build an 
ethos of an institution that is there for 
its patient. Our team will reciprocate 

by showing passion, compassion and 
utmost care.

GRATITUDE

It has been challenging to getting 
operations started and providing for 
the needs of patients and our medical 
service providers. We recognize that it 
is difficult to change behavioral habits 
when medical professionals have long 
standing relationships elsewhere. We 
thank them for making the bold step 
to back our facility and thank our 
team for delivering to meet their 
expectations.

We thank our shareholders for their 
patience. We also thank them for 
believing in the realization of this 
project. Many of you have been great 
ambassadors for the hospital. We 
appreciate your word of mouth refer-
rals. Your help and continued assis-
tance in promoting the facility and 
improving occupancies is appreciated.

Your constructive feedback is always 
appreciated and the consensus is that 
our team is on track to build a great 
facility. Please feel free to contact us 
if you have any queries or sugges-
tions. We trust that we can maintain 
the confidence that you have showed.

We extend our appreciation to our 
team for their contribution in making 
the hospital deliver on its mission, 
vision and value statements. They 
face severe challenges daily with life 
and death situations. Medical Regula-
tions require strict adherence to a 
Code of Conduct and to conform and 
comply with standards, policies and 
procedures of the hospital to meet the 
needs of regulators, service providers 
and our patients.

Best regards,
Ahmed Docrat
Hospital Manager

A MESSAGE FROM THE HOSPITAL MANAGER
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SUPER CLEAN PORTERS HAVE A FRESH LOOK!

The executive management team were live on air Radio Al-Ansaar on the Medical Profile slot between 
9:00 to 10:00. Hospital Manager Ahmed Docrat, Nursing Manager Linda Lomax, and  Financial  Manager 
Zaheera Kolia were on the desk taking calls and queries from patients most frequently asked  questions 
related to private hospital admissions. Great interaction with the listeners of Radio Al-Ansaar.

ON AIR - RADIO AL-ANSAAR - THE MEDICAL PROFILE
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Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital Porters, Lindo and Zoleka looking 
smart in their new uniforms"

Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital Porters, Ricardo and Andiswa
looking smart in their new uniforms"
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10 FEBRUARY - PREGNANCY AWARENESS DAY 2018 

February marked the Pregnancy Awareness week from the 12th -16th February 2018. This year, Ahmed Al-Kadi 
hosted our premier Pregnancy Awareness Day on the 10th February.  The event was supported with a range of 
exhibitors and talks by resident Obstetrician and Gynaecologist, Dr Samad Suliman, resident Paediatrician Dr AQ 
Sayed, resident Audiologists Patel & Suleman Audiologists, a 4D scan demo by the resident service provider, 
resident biokineticist Ebrahim Meer, and resident Dentist Dr S Noormohammed. With a full morning planned and 
165 attendees, the event was highly successful, landing us 16 maternity bookings made on the day of the event!

“Pregnancy Awareness Day is about providing a platform whereby expectant parents receive advice from 
experts in the field of “family-starting”. Community is all about family, and we count it a privilege to be able to 
assist mums and dads in making informed decisions regarding their new-born.” – José Nadesan – Hospital Mar-
keting Officer Moms are encouraged to ask questions and listen to their doctor’s advice before deciding on 
normal or caesarean birth.

“The motive behind Pregnancy week is to empower our moms and dads to be participative decision makers in  
their birthing outcomes. What amazed me  was the attendance and support from partners which is so important 
in this life changing event. A presentation by the biokineticist emphasised the need for exercise in pregnancy 
and how this aids and facilitates an easier birthing  and a quicker recovery post-delivery.”
said Sr Kantha Naidoo, AAKPH Maternity Unit Manager.
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Happy couple enjoying the activities @ 
Pregnancy Awareness Day.

Dr Samad Suliman giving an interactive talk
on NVD VS Caesar

Marketing Officer José Nadesan welcoming 
the guests to AAKPH Pregnancy Awareness Day

Paediatrician, Dr Abdul Quiyyum Sayed giving
a talk on The Role of the Paediatrician in birth.

Marketing Manager Suraiya Vaizie handing 
lucky draw prize winner a gift hamper.

Audiologist Nabeela Patel giving a talk on 
The Importance of new born hearing test.
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In support of World Diabetes Day we hosted Public Talk with FREE 
Screenings to the public. "Three-and-a-half million South Africans 
(about 6% of the population) suffer from diabetes and there are 
many more who are undiagnosed," he cautions. It is estimated 
that another five million South Africans have pre-diabetes, a 
condition where insulin resistance causes blood glucose levels to 
be higher than normal, but not high enough yet to be type 2 
diabetes. The highest prevalence of diabetes is among the Indian 
population in South Africa (11-13%) as this group has a strong 
genetic predisposition for diabetes. This is followed by 8-10% in 
the coloured community, 5-8% among blacks and 4% among 
whites. The majority of people in South Africa have type 2 diabe-
tes, however many of these cases go undiagnosed as there are 
very few symptoms initially. Symptoms for diabetes include 
fatigue, excessive thirst and urination, slow wound healing and 
skin infections, blurred vision and regular bouts of thrush. As 
these symptoms can be very mild and develop gradually, many 
people fail to recognise them as warning signs of diabetes.

A special thank you to our guests speakers; Dr H Baccus (Special-
ist endocrinologist) and Dr MI Motala (Ophthalmologist) for 
informing and educating the public, and Maria Reynolds of Diabe-
tes Education Society of South Africa for sponsoring the glucose 
screening for all attendees. 

Feedback from Vivienne Scorer:

"Your marketing for your hospital is outstanding well done! 
Much insight and out the box thinking for a first class facility."

SHEQ Officer Tyrone Barnard spoke on CII Radio 
about the the importance of patient rights and 
occupational health safety. This was part of our 
efforts to create awareness and educate 
patients of their rights and responsibilities.

12 DECEMBER - ON AIR - CII - PATIENT RIGHTS

Source: https://www.health24.com/Medical/Diabetes/About-diabtes/Diabetes-tsunami-hits-South-Africa-20130210

18 NOVEMBER - WORLD DIABETES DAY - PUBLIC TALK
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CSR: AHMED AL-KADI HOSPITAL STAFF RAISES 
FUNDS FOR HEPBURN CHILDREN’S UNIT AT 

THE NATAL SETTLERS MEMORIAL HOME

14 DECEMBER

The CSR project was driven by each department of the hospital whereby two initiatives were run: ‘Raffle For A Cause’ and 
the ‘Tastes of the World in 35 Days’ campaign. The staff of Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital raised over R27, 000 in support 
of the Hepburn Children’s Unit at the Natal Settlers Memorial Home, recently. "The CSR project was driven by each depart-
ment of the hospital whereby two initiatives were run: ‘Raffle For A Cause’ and the ‘Tastes of the World in 35 Days’ 
campaign." The ‘Tastes of the World in 35 Days’ campaign was a hit as each department hosted their own theme and 
flavour each week for just over a month. The response was phenomenal as orders were coming in for the various food 
items which included braai, breyani, koeksisters, vetkoek, nachos, spaghetti bolognese and lots more. All departments 
went on an aggressive fundraising drive to raise funds for toys, creating fun filled themed play rooms and providing lunch 
for these special needs children.

The hospital’s marketing manager, Suraiya Vaizie said, “All contributions were used to make the children’s home a colour-
ful and fun place to be. Education and sensory toys are important in the development of a child, as they help inspire a 
child’s imagination. Just as the kids may have been excited to see their improved play rooms, it was an exciting moment 
for us to cherish always.” The 41 children of the home have special needs, 13 of the children are cot-bound and 28 are 
wheelchair-bound.

MARCHNEWSLETTER
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Another Big Favour done, this time cataract operations, and three more people in our community have sight.
Damon Beard "My hugest thanks once again to Dr Moodley, ophthalmologist of McCords Eye Hospital and the 
incredible team at Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital." Eyesight issues will be a thing of the past for these three 
people after a local hospital stepped in to help. Damon received a heartwarming email from Shireen telling 
him about Boyi, Veronica, and Mehlo - three people in her community who have problems with their 
eyesight.They depend on local provincial hospitals and clinics for assistance as they don’t have medical aid. 
However, they are barely able to support their families, and each day that passes, their eyesight gets worse. 

Boyi and Veronica had their cataracts removed in one eye only and have been put on a list for the other eye 
to be done, but they’ve been told that this could take up to two years. Mehlo has cataracts in both eyes. 

"It’s not the first time that the team from AAKPH have jumped on board to help us with The Big Favour. In 2017, 
the incredible team at Ahmed Al-Kadi assisted with a year of dialysis for Vanessa, who was not on medical aid 
and needed the treatment urgently", said Damon Beard.

Damon was recently joined in studio by Solly Suleman, who is the Chairman of Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital 
and President of Islamic Medical Association of South Africa (IMASA), together with Suraiya Vaizie, the Mar-
keting Manager, Yasiera Mahomed, the Head of the IMASA Cataract Project, and Vimla Seeram, the Unit Man-
ager of the hospital's General and Day Wards.  Yasiera then gave the good news to Boyi, Veronica, and Mehlo, 
telling them that they’d be having cataract surgery at absolutely no cost. It was one moment that these three 
deserving individuals will never forget for the rest of their lives.

19 FEBRUARY - ECR BIG FAVOR - CATARACT SURGERIES

Source:https://www.ecr.co.za/east-coast-breakfast-darren-maule/seeing-clearly-again-thanks-to-the-big-favour-/
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Ms Veronica eagerly waiting to go into 
theatre have her procedure done.

One of the nurses that obliged to provide 
her assistance for the initiative.

Team AAKPH & Members of the Islamic Medical Association of South Africa take a moment 
to wish the patients all the best 

Mr Boyi eagerly waiting to go into theatre to 
have his procedure done.

Ophthalmologist Dr KR Moodley performing 
the delicate surgery on one of the patients.
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February marked the Pregnancy Awareness week from the 12th -16th February 2018. This year, Ahmed Al-Kadi 
hosted our premier Pregnancy Awareness Day on the 10th February.  The event was supported with a range of 
exhibitors and talks by resident Obstetrician and Gynaecologist, Dr Samad Suliman, resident Paediatrician Dr AQ 
Sayed, resident Audiologists Patel & Suleman Audiologists, a 4D scan demo by the resident service provider, 
resident biokineticist Ebrahim Meer, and resident Dentist Dr S Noormohammed. With a full morning planned and 
165 attendees, the event was highly successful, landing us 16 maternity bookings made on the day of the event!

“Pregnancy Awareness Day is about providing a platform whereby expectant parents receive advice from 
experts in the field of “family-starting”. Community is all about family, and we count it a privilege to be able to 
assist mums and dads in making informed decisions regarding their new-born.” – José Nadesan – Hospital Mar-
keting Officer Moms are encouraged to ask questions and listen to their doctor’s advice before deciding on 
normal or caesarean birth.

“The motive behind Pregnancy week is to empower our moms and dads to be participative decision makers in  
their birthing outcomes. What amazed me  was the attendance and support from partners which is so important 
in this life changing event. A presentation by the biokineticist emphasised the need for exercise in pregnancy 
and how this aids and facilitates an easier birthing  and a quicker recovery post-delivery.”
said Sr Kantha Naidoo, AAKPH Maternity Unit Manager.

24 JANUARY - NEW YEARS NETWORKING BREAKFAST

As a start to 2018, Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital felt it important to kick off the New Year with a networking 
event for the General Practitioners and the Resident Healthcare Professionals of our facility.  The event was 
held on the 24th January 2018.  There were many new GPs present with introductions and networking the order 
for the morning.

We hope to build long lasting relationships with each other going forward.

As November being known as MO-Vember, gentlemen of the public were invited to attend our Men’s Health 
Public Talk with guest speakers; Dr Aslam Bhorat (Urologist) and Dr Poovan Govender (Oncologist). Topics 
discussed included Focusing on the Prostate and The Role of the Oncologist in the Management of Prostate 
Cancer. FREE PSA Screenings were sponsored by our initiative partner Lancet Laboratories.

28 NOVEMBER - MEN’S HEALTH PUBLIC TALK

Not forgetting the backbone of all medical practices, the healthcare professionals receptionists were treat-
ed to meet and greet over a scrumptious breakfast. Essential discussion points such as referral processes 
and patient queries were covered.

29 NOVEMBER - HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
 RECEPTIONISTS BREAKFAST
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Members of the public that attended the 
talk.

Members of the public that attended the 
talk.Dr P Govender.

Dr MI Motala & Dr SA Hoosen Dr U Singh & Dr K HoosenMembers of the Durban IPA
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Durban Independent Practitioners Association CME / CPD Meetings 2018

Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital has committed to hosting the Durban IPA Journal Meeting with CMEs for the year. The 
event is held over breakfast on a Thursday morning.  The Durban IPA and Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital are jointly 
coordinating the  talks and securing sponsorship of the event. The events are extended to all residents of Ahmed Al-Kadi 
Private Hospital to join us. During the month of February, the following talks were held:

• 8 February – Topic: Listeriosis by Dr Vanmali. Sponsored by Ampath Laboratories
• 15 February – Topic: Rotator Cuff – from Impingement to irreparable cuff tears by Dr Shameem Osman. Event sponsored 
by Arthomedix
• 22 February – Topic: A modern approach to infertility and the discordant couple by Dr Samad Suliman. Sponsored by 
Surgical Devices

CMES
Listeriosis epidemic source – 

hanging drop challenges - Dr Trusha Vanmali

Rotator cuff- From impingement to 
irreparable cuff tears - Dr Shameem Osman

A Modern approach to infertility - Dr Samad Suliman
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Dr T Vanmali

 Dr SA Osman

Dr AS Suliman

General Practitioners that attended the 
CME Meeting.

General Practitioners that attended the 
CME Meeting.

Members of DIPA and General Practitioners 
that attended the CME Meeting

Members of DIPA and General Practitioners 
that attended the CME Meeting.

Sponsor Reps from Surgical Devices with 
Dr AS Suliman & DIPA  Exco members.

Dr SA Osman with members of DIPA.
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The CSR project was driven by each department of the hospital whereby two initiatives were run: ‘Raffle For A Cause’ and 
the ‘Tastes of the World in 35 Days’ campaign. The staff of Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital raised over R27, 000 in support 
of the Hepburn Children’s Unit at the Natal Settlers Memorial Home, recently. "The CSR project was driven by each depart-
ment of the hospital whereby two initiatives were run: ‘Raffle For A Cause’ and the ‘Tastes of the World in 35 Days’ 
campaign." The ‘Tastes of the World in 35 Days’ campaign was a hit as each department hosted their own theme and 
flavour each week for just over a month. The response was phenomenal as orders were coming in for the various food 
items which included braai, breyani, koeksisters, vetkoek, nachos, spaghetti bolognese and lots more. All departments 
went on an aggressive fundraising drive to raise funds for toys, creating fun filled themed play rooms and providing lunch 
for these special needs children.

The hospital’s marketing manager, Suraiya Vaizie said, “All contributions were used to make the children’s home a colour-
ful and fun place to be. Education and sensory toys are important in the development of a child, as they help inspire a 
child’s imagination. Just as the kids may have been excited to see their improved play rooms, it was an exciting moment 
for us to cherish always.” The 41 children of the home have special needs, 13 of the children are cot-bound and 28 are 
wheelchair-bound.
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8 MARCH - CURRENT CONCEPTS IN MANAGING
 KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS - DR HAROUN MAHOMED

15 MARCH - DIABETES UPDATE & 
WHAT'S NEW IN HYPERTENSION

Members of the DIPA with Dr Haroun MahomedDr Haroun Mahomed

Dr N Budhoo, Executive Member of the DIPA CME Sponsor Rep from Servier Laboratories with Members of the DIPA.
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National Epilepsy week was observed on the 2018 Health Awareness Calendar from the 12th-18th February 2018.  Ahmed 
Al-Kadi Private Hospital committed to creating awareness of this rarely spoken of topic by hosting two significant 
events.  

A public awareness talk was held on Tuesday 20th February and complimented by interactive presentations by Resident 
Neurologist, Dr Ashleigh Bhanjan and Paediatric Neurologist Dr Yavini Reddy.  The event was successfully engaging and 
attended by many from the public and private sector healthcare professionals as well. 

On the 23rd February 2018, an Epilepsy Awareness Educator Focus Event was held.  Surrounding schools across all 
phases; pre-school, primary, and high schools were invited to attend.  The primary talk was presented by Sr Tamara 
Naidoo, Unit Manager of Emergency Department with the assistance of Sr Nokuthula Ndlela, Unit Manager of Paediatric 
Ward, whose topic was “Epilepsy Demystified”.  The event was further complimented by a talk on the psychological 
aspects of a child with epilepsy in the classroom by Resident Clinical Psychologist, Mr Faizal Bassa, and a presentation 
by Rescue Care Emergency Services.  We were pleased to host 26 educators who found the event to be” very useful” and 
“very informative.” As a successful networking event, educators are keen to join us for future initiatives.

20 FEBRUARY - EPILEPSY PUBLIC TALK

23 FEBRUARY - EPILEPSY EDUCATOR AWARENESS TALK
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Sr Nokuthula Ndlela (Paeds Unit Manager), Dr Yavini
Reddy and Dr Ashleigh Bhanjan Justin Dekker (Youth Epilepsy Ambassador)

Educators from the public and private sector which attended the Educator Awareness Talk
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The Annual IMA Charity Golf Day was held on the 4 Feb 2018. All proceeds from the Charity Golf Day 2018 went direct-
ly towards the Cataract Surgeries for the East Coast Radio Recipients Boyi, Veronica, and Mehlo.

Boyi and Veronica had their cataracts removed in one eye only and have been put on a list for the other eye to be 
done, but they’ve been told that this could take up to two years. Mehlo has cataracts in both eyes. The Cataract 
Project aids those who require urgent medical care but do not have the means nor the time to wait upon local 
provincial hospitals which are already at full capacity.

For more info on the Charity Golf Day Cataract Project, read the article on "ECR Big Favour - Cataract Surgeries". <- 
Insert page reference *.  For further info and how to get involved to assist the IMA Cataract Project contact IMASA 
Durban on 031 207 2850 or email imakzn@eastcoast.co.za

CHARITY GOLF DAY 2018 

MARCHNEWSLETTER
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Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital is active on social media platforms Linkedin, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and our 
website of course.  Being active on social media allows us to move with the technological advanced times and engage 
with many on these various platforms.  We are pleased to let you know that Facebook is the most active platform with 
the highest level of engagement.  

Some facts about our Facebook page:

SOCIAL MEDIA & AHMED AL-KADI
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8541 likes
•We hold a 4.5 out of 5 star ratings
 for interaction and engagement 

•We have 8541 likes / followers on 
our page today 

Here are what some FaceBook users have to say about us:

I went there to get my 7 weeks old daughter to be admitted, from
the reception staff to the porter that accompanied us to the 
pediatric wardI have never seen such a good attitude. Walked into 
the ward Wow what a warm welcome.not to mention the care , just 
dont have to worry about anything as everything will be done on 
time, medication , vital signs, meals, cleaning of the room, x-ray if 
i say everything i mean everything. Sr Maybel's team on night 
shift,Sherise what a wonderful Staff. Sr Chetty also on night shift 
May the Good Lord bless them for taking care of my daughter. 
Sherise & Sr Maybel actually took my sick daughter and kept her 
with thèm for the whole night and they told me to rest. I will never 
forget those soul's they are so mindful.

Top hosp wil neva change it n wil recommend it to everyone

Thembi Ndlela Kheswa Shaida Sayed 

Excellent hospital with great facilities, staff and service

Sandra Elizabeth Gopaul

I Was admitted there on the 09 09 2017 for delivery by Dr David 
Ngotho, it was excellent ,the environment, catering the staff keep 
up with the good work

Cindy Zondi

Slmz
I just wanted to say a big thank you to AAKH for the excellent care that my mother received  during her stay there on 
19th February.All the staff that we interacted with – right from admission to the Day Ward and Surgical ward were so
friendly and welcoming . My mum was made to feel so comfortable , and they put her at ease immediately . The post 
op care in Surgical 1 was excellent – once again the nursing staff were excellent , and very caring .The ward was 
spotlessly clean , and the catering was first class. She spent a week at another hospital a week prior to her 
admission to AAKH – and the difference in the care was starkly different 
Kind regards
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The Caring for Women Campaign is an initiative aimed to assist all women of our community with an opportune 
platform to have essential screenings done. Together with our Partners Ampath and Lancet Laboratories all 
women will be able to have a clinical breast examination, pap test and skin cancer screening done conveniently 
and at no cost.

As part of our mission statement; "To provide quality patient focused healthcare to all communities irrespective 
of ethnicity, gender, race or religion", Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital strives to continually impact communities 
through the efforts of their CSR Initiatives such as the Caring for Women Campaign. All women were encouraged 
to participate as this will create awareness of their own health status and also empower them to make decisions 
that will lead to an improved quality of life and longevity.

We are pleased to announce the Caring for Women Campaign has reached its full capacity at this moment. We 
are so glad that we were able to book 120 ladies for the screening initiative that we will be running between 
March - August.

A special thank you to Ampath Laboratories, Lancet Laboratories, Perumal & Partners Radiologists and National 
Medical Supplies for partnering with us on this amazing project.

Please do keep a look out for future similar initiatives that we will be hosting.
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CARING FOR WOMEN CAMPAIGN

From Left:
Malcolm Matthew (Radiology Practice Manager), Dr Urishka Singh (General Surgeon), Tashmira Latib, Vasie Ramlagan, 
Dr Koraisha Hoosen (Dermatologist) and Maladevi Ebrahim.
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Aalia's Bouquets & Bows 
Located @ the Ground FLoor Main Entrance
For orders & queries contact Aalia Suliman on 
081 305 2816

Dé Ana Beauty Salon
Dé Ana Beauty Salon offers hair treatments,root colour,full 
hair colour, as well as wash and sets for both ladies and 
gents. They also do nails, waxing, facials as well as massag-
es. They offer their services to inpatients and staff as well as 
the public.
Now Open @ Ahmed Al-Kadi Private Hospital (8 Elsie Road)
Contact: 031 492 3472/079 421 0885

13 MARCH - SANBS BLOOD DONATION

NOW OPEN
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YEAR END FUNCTION

MARCHNEWSLETTER

To celebrate the year of growth AAKPH Staff were treated to a Year End Function at Coastlands on The Ridge.
Masood Boomgaard provided loads of laughs as the MC and kept the staff entertained throughout the 
evening. Team AAKPH has maintained their positive attitude, customer focus and teamwork throughout the 
challenges  faced in this first year. Staff felt appreciated for their endeavours in ensuring out patients 
receive Excellence  In Healthcare.
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OUR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS

RESIDENT SPECIALISTS

Dentist
Dr S Noormohammed* 
031 492 3468

Dermatologist
Dr K Hoosen 031 492 3459* 

Ear Nose & Throat Surgeons
Dr WP Kuhn 031 492 3450
Dr J Naidoo 031 492 3450* 

General Surgeons
Dr I G M Hoosen 031 492 3448
Dr E Mansoor 031 492 3443
Dr U Singh 031 492 3469* 

Nephrologist
Dr AA Khan 031 261 8200

Neurologist
Dr A Bhanjan 031 492 3465

Neurosurgeon
Dr S Lachman 031 492 3466

Obstetricians & Gynaecologists
Dr D Ngotho 031 268 5590
Dr S Rahim 031 492 3445* 
Dr S Suliman 031 492 3463 / 
031 309 4222/1187
Dr R Vatharajh 031 492 3469* 

Oncologist
Dr P Govender 031 492 3483

Ophthalmologists
Dr S Aghdasi 031 492 3458* 
Dr M I Motala 031 492 3447

Orthopaedic Surgeons
Dr R T Islam 031 492 3451
Dr H Mahomed 031 492 3462
Dr SA Osman 031 492 3451
Dr S Pillai 031 492 3482
Dr A Ramnarain 031 492 3455
Dr Z Seedat 031 492 3451

Paediatricians
Dr M R Ghuman 031 492 3442
Dr T Mitha 031 492 3444
Dr A Q Sayed 031 492 3479

Physicians
Dr S Govender 031 492 3471
Dr MS Khan 031 492 3471
Dr P Mody 031 492 3471

Dr A Y D Moosa 031 492 3440
Dr J Mulla 031 492 3454
Dr S Naidoo 031 492 3441
Dr A Singh 031 492 3473

Plastic Surgeon (Part Time)
Dr S Ghoor 031 492 3469* 

Psychiatrist
Dr J Ganie 031 492 3474* 
Dr C Sookan 031 492 3473* 

Pulmonologist
Dr M Suleman 031 492 3440

Radiologist
Drs L Y Perumal & Partners, Radiologist 
Inc. 031 492 6888

Rheumatologist
Dr K J Chinniah 031 492 3446

Urologist
Dr A Bhorat 031 492 3453

RESIDENT ALLIED HEALTHCARE 
PROVIDERS

Audiologist
Patel & Suleman Audiologists*  
031 492 3461

Biokineticist
Meer & Meer 031 492 3475

Chiropractor
Dr TP Naidoo 031 492 3486

Clinical Psychologists
Mrs N Ebrahim 031 492 3476* 
Ms S Jeewa 031 492 3477* 
Dr S Rawat 031 492 3480* 

Dietician
Ms S Razak 031 492 3460* 

Laboratory
Lancet Laboratories 031 207 4510

Occupational Therapist
Ms K Rupee 031 492 3478* 

Orthotist & Prosthetist
Mr F Khamissa 031 492 3487

Physiotherapists
Ms N Omar 031 492 3477* 

Ms Z Vahed 031 492 3467* 

Renal Unit 
IMA Renal Unit 031 492 3457

Speech Therapist
Ms H Ebrahim 031 492 3464* 

SESSIONAL SPECIALISTS

Endocrinologist
Dr H Bacus 031 492 3400* 

Neurologists
Dr J David 031 492 3400* 
Dr N Prosad 031 492 3400

SESSIONAL ALLIED 
HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS

Cardiac Technologist
Ms P Singh 031 492 3400* 

Chiropractor
Dr K Sood 031 492 3400

Clinical Psychologist
Mr F M Bassa 031 492 3400

Psychologist
Ms K Gounden 031 492 3400* 

ADMISSION RIGHTS SPECIALISTS

Cardio Thoracic Surgeons
Dr G Alexander 083 335 8559
Dr K Naicker 084 549 3237

Dermatologist
Dr MF Sacoor 031 201 3322 / 3397

General Surgeon
Dr M A Noorbhai 031 582 5395

Nephrologist
Dr I Rambali 031 261 9901

Physicians
Dr F Amod 031 240 5260* 
Dr GH Latiff 031 309 5393
Dr R Puran 031 492 3400

Vascular Surgeon
Dr A M Kadwa 031 201 1353
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486-490 King Cetshwayo Highway Mayville 4058 (Corner of Waterfall Road)
 031 492 3400       info@aakh.co.za      www.ahmedalkadi.com

 www.facebook.com/AhmedAlKadiPrivateHospital


